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Advisory Committees Can Help Today’s
Corporations Meet Societal Mandates
A Key Resource for CEOs and Boards
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The movement for
social and economic
justice, the mandate
for diversity, equity,
inclusion (DEI), and
the focus on environmental, sustainability and governance (ESG) matters
have changed the
way companies operate in the U.S.
and globally.
An advisory committee comprised of diverse, experienced
and highly committed members can
help CEOs to manage these mandates
and effectively navigate corporate crises and challenges
that affect shareholder value, corporate reputation and
competition.

G

eorge Washington had one. As
did John F. Kennedy, Lyndon
Johnson,
Richard
Nixon,
Ronald Reagan, Bill Clinton,
George Bush, Barack Obama,
Donald Trump, and almost every president of the United States. And much like
their Executive Branch counterparts,
many of today’s CEOs have embraced
the value and utility of “advisory committees”, in one form or another, to serve
as both formal and informal counselors
on key business decisions.
Prudent CEOs and boards of directors
are beginning to tap a reservoir of diverse business, civic and academic leaders from a variety of backgrounds outside the traditional human resource and
executive search databases.
Today, there are scores of those leaders
whose opinions, values and experiences
can be invaluable in helping a company
achieve its goals, survive a crisis, complete a public offering, or take advantage
of a unique market opportunity. In addition to providing frank and independent
business, social and political advice,
these “advisors” can help a company expand its global and local footprint and
embellish its reputation in new ways.
More often than not, the best candidates
for advisory committees have skills and
experiences that will supplement, rather
than supplant, those of typical directors.
While many of these advisors may not
come from the world of publicly-traded
companies, their insights, experiences
and relationships have been developed
over decades of business, civic, community and non-profit ardor, which several
experts consider to be no less valuable to

corporate leaders. In fact, for those companies which are consumer-facing, or
have products and services in the consumer market, the establishment of a
consumer-focused advisory committee
has become a sine qua non for market
success.

Speaking Truth to Power
Perhaps the most critical role an advisory
committee can play is that of constructive critic. Its value is to speak truth to
power in a way corporate leaders rarely
hear from in-house executives, employees or consultants. With no other relationship to the company, advisory committee members usually have other business interests and are not afraid to offend
the CEO or criticize company policy.
And it is this quality of brutal honesty
which is essential. It underscores the
requirement that advisory committee
members maintain an independent relationship from the corporation with respect to business dealings and commercial relationships. There should be a
clear arms-length distance between the
company and its advisors to avoid even
the appearance of impropriety or conflict
of interest. If there is, or has been a relationship between the two, then full disclosure and transparency should prevail.

More Than a Focus Group
Companies should resist the temptation
to treat an advisory committee like another convenient focus group which reviews and comments on commercial
messaging, content and creative communications. While those are important to a
company’s success, the enduring value
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of the advisory committee is its
capacity to review and discuss corporate practices and strategies—
not only corporate imaging and
media.

Before The Crisis
There comes a time in the life of
every company when it will face a
crisis—an event or series of events
that portend negative results or
consequences for the organization.
If not handled properly, a crisis can
seriously affect the company’s
profitability, reputation or ability
to operate.
Of course, a crisis can result from
a high-profile lawsuit alleging age,
race or sexual discrimination; a
defective product resulting in death
or injury; poor or unsafe working
conditions; a widespread data or
privacy breach; the intemperate
actions of a CEO or key executive,
or a major accident leading to
widespread harm to the environment, among other things. Whatever the reason, the best time to work
with an advisory committee is before the fact, not after. All too often, we have seen companies
emerge from a crisis with contrition and a resolve to do things better. More recently, we have seen
the formation of citizen advisory
committees or community advisory
boards after a company has been
pilloried in the press or raked
through the coals of Congressional
hearings. As part of their rehabilitation—both real and reputational—we have seen a CEO stand up
months later to announce the ameliorative results of its recentlycreated advisory group. While
there’s nothing wrong with that, it
is not the best way to proceed.

Mastering Self-Regulation
Self-regulation is a popular notion
in business, especially among leading trade associations which, if
given the choice between government and self-regulation, would
choose the latter. And there are
some compelling economic and
practical reasons for favoring selfregulation, including efficiency,
uniformity and predictability.
Trade associations have mastered
the fine art of self-regulation, including forming advisory committees, codes of conduct, and enforcement
regimes.
Industry
groups from the advertising; direct
selling; movie; publishing; marketing; broadcast, food; alcohol;
beverage, and automotive industries, to name a few, all have established advisory committees to address issues of concern to consumers, regulators and the media.

Not a Rubber Stamp
Unlike advisory committees set up
by individual corporations, trade
associations tend to draw from industry insiders and surrogates, rather than independent outsiders.
This practice leads to often valid
criticism that these committees are
little more than rubber stamps.
When looking to set up an advisory committee, I recommend consideration of the following criteria:
•

Leadership in civic, business,
professional, education, community, philanthropic or faithbased endeavors

•

Record of professional honesty, integrity, credibility

•

Familiarity with the business
or industry sector

•

Demonstrated understanding
of global and societal issues

•

Independence of thought leadership

Broaden the Search
These qualities are widespread
among many entrepreneurs, professionals, academics, clergy and
civic leaders in the marketplace
today. CEOs should look for those
individuals who will counsel,
guide and otherwise help them deal
with the range of societal issues of
our day—inclusion, fairness, privacy, corporate responsibility, equity;
accountability; public health; philanthropy; human rights; responsible marketing, and community reinvestment, among others. Even
when going public, an advisory
committee of this type can play a
unique and valuable role in the
future character of a new public
corporation.
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Adonis Hoffman, CEO of The Advisory
Counsel, LLC is an attorney and strategic
advisor to CEOs, boards, and trade associations and an expert on corporate advisory committees. He is chairman of Business in the Public Interest, Inc., former
adjunct professor at Georgetown University, and an independent corporate director.
Hoffman is the author of Doing Good—the
New Rules of Corporate Responsibility,
Conscience and Character and is a contributor to Fox Business and The Hill.

For more information, please contact:
theadvisorycounsel@gmail.com
202-780-1150
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